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Abstract

Mobile networks have urgent demands of fine-grained, cost-effective and flexible service provision
for diversified user traffic. To cope with these demands, researchers have proposed various Service
Function Chaining (SFC) solutions with the rise of Software Defined Networking (SDN) and Net-
work Function Virtualization (NFV) technologies. However, most of them are performed based on
MAC address and/or OpenFlow protocols without Network Service Header (NSH) support, having
drawbacks in complexity, scalability and flexibility. NSH-based approaches are more promising for
mobile networks, since they support metadata-based packet information sharing and policy enforce-
ment. Moreover, a hierarchical SFC (hSFC) architecture is proposed to alleviate the scalability and
management problems in large-scale networks. Nevertheless, how to realize application awareness
and on-demand service provision has not been investigated thoroughly in the hSFC environment.
Thus, in this paper, we propose a proactive-based branching approach for application-aware and dy-
namic security function chaining, where application features are analyzed at first, and then carried
in the metadata of NSHs for subsequent processes by the relevant security functions. In this way,
the data plane is able to redirect traffic based on metadata without the participation of control plane.
Besides, we verify the proposed approach through our prototype system via two typical use cases, the
application-aware traffic control and lawful interception, and the related experiment results confirm
its feasibility and elasticity.
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1 Introduction

Service Function Chaining (SFC) is an ordered set of Service Functions (SFs) that handles the traffic
of delivery, control, and monitoring of a specific service/application [11]. Mobile networks have large
demands for network functions or chains, including common functions such as NAT and DPI, and value
added service such as parental control, malware detection and elimination and lawful interception, and
some other functions such as TCP optimization, video optimizers and HTTP header enrichment [4]. The
traditional SFC approaches used in SGi-LAN of LTE networks are usually coarse-grained and static,
where each function has to process all the traffic and introducing new SFs costs much time and ex-
penditure, against today’s operators’ urgent demands of fine-grained, cost-effective and flexible service
provision for diversified user traffic.

With the rise of Software Defined Networking (SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV),
there have been many brand-new SFC approaches to realize policy-driven, fine-grained and dynamic
SFC for mobile networks. However, most of them are based on MAC address and/or OpenFlow proto-
cols without the Network Service Header (NSH) support [11]. Compared with NSH, these approaches
have drawbacks in scalability and complexity, as the number of flow tables will grow dramatically with
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the fine-grained traffic classfication, and most of them do not consider policy enforcement. NSH is a
special header for SFC and can use VxLan-GPE as the encapsulation protocol, carrying identifiers of
service paths (Service Path Identifier, SPI) and service function index (Service Index, SI). It can also
attach metadata (type 1: mandatory fixed four context headers; type 2: optional variable length context
headers) which carries context information about the packets. Thus, it supports multi-tenancy/isolation,
context awareness, dynamics and policy enforcement by nature [15]. Moreover, the NSH enables net-
work functions to be composed on-demand according to metadata, thus, a service function chain can be
any kind of directed graph instead of linear and non-related blocks [13].

The NSH protocol is promising to be used widely and the IETF SFC WG discusses a lot of use
cases in datacenters and mobile networks [4, 6]. Further, as the IETF SFC is expected to be deployed
in large-scale networks, a hierarchical SFC (hSFC) architecture, which divides a SFC domain into a
top-level (Top-domain) and independent sub-levels (Sub-domains), is proposed to alleviate the prob-
lems of complex management and orchestration, as well as challenges of multi-technology and multi-
administration [2]. The hSFC is believed as a nature step of SFC evolution and can be adopted by mobile
operators. Focusing on path configuration problems, the authors in [17] give an implementation of hSFC
based on OpenDaylight SFC Project [14].

However, besides path configuration, there are other problems needed to concern for fine-grained and
dynamic service chaining. Specifically, how to realize application awareness and on-demand SF provi-
sion has not been investigated thoroughly in the hSFC environment. Thus, in this paper, we propose
a proactive-based branching approach for application-aware and dynamic security function chaining,
where application features are analyzed at first, and then carried in the metadata of NSHs for subsequent
processes by the relevant security functions. In this way, the data plane is able to redirect traffic and cre-
ate branching based on metadata without the participation of control plane. Besides, to enable dynamic
branching and ensure proper end-to-end SFC operation, we propose a metadata-based packet informa-
tion sharing and a context header allocation scheme. On-demand service function composition is also
considered for avoidance of repeated packet inspection and effective policy enforcement. Besides, we
design two different methods for branching in Sub-domains and the Top-domain of the hSFC environ-
ment. Finally, we verify the proposed approach through our prototype system via two typical use cases,
the application-aware traffic control and lawful interception, and the related experiment results confirm
its feasibility and elasticity.

In summary, the contributions of this paper are listed as follows.

1. We implement the hSFC based on OpenDaylight SFC project. Particularly, based on the NSH
mandatory type-1 context header, we design metadata allocation for packet context information
sharing in such multi-domain network. Based on DPI and well-known identifier values stored in
the context header, we realize application awareness and information sharing among SFs in all
domains.

2. Further, path branching approaches are proposed to realize dynamic on-demand service function
scale out. We give two different proactive-based branching approaches according to characteristics
of the hSFC architecture. We confirm the effectiveness of our design and implementation by two
use cases.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present related work about SFC, and
relevant researches on the corresponding field of SDN and NFV. In Section III, we describe our design
and implementation. In Section IV, we show the use cases and experiment results. In Section V, the
conclusion of this paper is given.
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2 Related Work

SDN technologies make it facile for operators to manage and configure networks. Logical centralized
control enables automated network configuration and dynamic traffic steering. As the most popular
southbound protocol, OpenFlow protocol provides flexible packet switching based on rich matching
fields in Layer 1 to Layer 4 defined in OSI model. NFV enables virtualized network functions, and it
provides a new way to deploy and manage network services. As NFV realizes flexible and cost-effecitive
network service provision based on virtualization, the combination of SDN and NFV makes each other
more compelling.

Finer granularity of perception and control to flows has got much attention from researchers for pur-
poses such as traffic management [5, 8], service delivery [10] or security [7, 20]. Based on application
information from Layer 7 and context information of traffic, different types of network services can be
deployed adaptively and dynamically in SDN and NFV scenarios, to satisfy high-level policies (QoS pol-
icy, traffic manage policy, security policy, etc.) defined by operators and managers. Relying on dynamic
components in control plane [5, 7, 8, 10] or metadata sharing and prefetched countermeasures in data
plane [15, 20], a network itself is able to automatically deal with network events (congestion, overload,
failure, security threat, etc.). Thus, network operators and managers are released from countermeasures
for specific network events and complex manual configurations.

SFC is a hot research topic since the rise of SDN and NFV, and it is promising to realize policy-
driven and dynamic network service management. The authors in [11] and [16] conclude advantages
and disadvantages of SFC approaches proposed by academic researchers, industry, standards and open
source communities. Although NSH-based approaches are run as overlays on the top of IP networks
and has drawbacks in header overheads, the NSH in IETF SFC Working Group is promising better than
most MAC-address-based approaches, as they do not support policy enforcement and have the problem
of scalability.

Figure 1 depicts an overview of the IETF SFC architecture used in SGi-LAN of mobile networks.
The Classifier (CF) is responsible for classification of traffic into different chains and encapsulating/de-
capsulating NSHs for packets. The Service Functions Forwarder (SFF) is responsible for steering traffic
to SFs according to SPI/SI in the NSH, and SFs will decrement the SI after processing. If a NSH-
unaware SF is used, a SFC proxy must help it encapsulate/de-capsulate the NSHs. The NFV, SDN and

Figure 1: Overview of IETF SFC in mobile networks

SFC technology can remove the limitations of traditional SGi-LAN service approaches, which chain all
functions into linear non-related blocks, and its drawbacks include that each function has to process all
the traffic, that a packet may suffer unnecessary and repeated inspection by different functions and that a
failure of any single SF causes interruption of the all service.

The hSFC architecture is proposed further by the IETF SFC Working Group. The hSFC architecture
divides a large network into multi-domain networks and has multi-levels. As the example depicted
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in figure 2 shows, a Top-domain is the entire network domain and includes CFs, SFFs, SFs and Sub-
domains, Sub-domains are regarded as lower levels and each of them probably acts as a subset of the total
paths in the higher-level domain. The control and management of different domains are independent,
hence an Internal Boundary Node (IBN) is proposed to bridge packets between higher and lower layers.

The authors in [17] indicate that the hSFC architecture brings many benefits. For example, it can
reduce management complexity in large datacenters, realize flexible service decomposition/composition,
connect datacenters and enable distributed multi-domain NFV over a wide range of regions, and simplify
load-balancing by distributing SFs in Sub-domains and pooling Sub-domains in a high-level region. In
a typical SGi-LAN, the hSFC architecture can realize service decomposition/composition and simplify
load-balancing by deploying functions in different Sub-domains. In the Top-domain, the operator can
steer traffic based-on load-balancing policy and use coarse-grained classification approaches such as
network prefixes or subscriber groups. The Sub-domain could use fine-grained classification approaches
such as TCP, UDP ports or application protocols.

Figure 2: Hierarchical SFC

Based on the hSFC architecture and OpenDaylight SFC project, we give an implementation of
application-aware and dynamic security function chaining for mobile networks. We use the popular
opensource DPI software nDPI [12] to inspect application protocol and the application protocol identi-
fiers in nDPI are used as the well-known identifier values shared among SFs.

3 Design and Implementation

In this section, we give our design and implementation of application-aware and dynamic security func-
tion chaining. Firstly, we present our implementation of hSFC and environment setup. Then, we give our
design and implementation of application awareness and policy enforcement. The metadata allocation in
context headers is given and the application awareness ability is based on nDPI. Finally, we conclude the
passive and proactive dynamic SFC methods and design two different service path branching approaches
for the Sub-domain and Top-domain based on proactive context-based forwarding.

3.1 Hierarchical SFC Setup

In the hSFC architecture, as figure 3 shows, the Top-domain usually steers traffic based on coarse-grained
policy and the Sub-domain will reclass the traffic based-on fine-grained policy and generate more service
paths. The path configuration of IBN is the key to bridge packets in Top-domain and Sub-domains. When
packets enter in a Sub-domain from the top-domain, the IBN will replace the SPI/SI using the SPI/SI in
the Sub-domain, and when packets leave the Sub-domain and renter the Top-domain, the SPI/SI of Top-
domain should be restored.
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We follow the path configuration approach in [17]: store SPI/SI of the Top-domain in the third
mandatory context header (MCH-3) of NSH and the IBN consists of the Sub-domain ingress CF and the
last SFF of a service path. When Top-domain traffic enters the Sub-domain, the IBN decreases SI for
the Top-domain and stores SPI/SI in the MCH-3. When the traffic has been processed by all SFs and
reenters the Sub-domain from the last SFF of its path, the last SFF restores the SPI/SI from the MCH-3.
We further add a new action ”dec nsh nsi” for Openflow and decrease the SI for Top-domain traffic in
the Sub-domain ingress CF.

Based on our OpenStack-based network emulation platform (EmuStack) [9], we build a hSFC envi-
ronment using kernel-based virtual machines (KVM) and virtual networks (VN). Figure 4 presents three
connected Sub-domains using VN1, VN2 and VN3 respectively and connected by VN4. In each domain,
the OVS-2.6.1 with yiyang’ NSH patch [19] is utilized as the CF and SFF. The SFs are based on docker
containers and co-located in the same KVM with the OVS-based SFF. Host1 and Host2 access the top-
domain via VN5 and VN6 and are used to generate traffic. The number of SFF and SF in each domain is
scalable.

Figure 3: Hierarchical SFC Path configuration

Figure 4: Environment Setup
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3.2 Application awareness and Policy Enforcement

3.2.1 Metadata Sharing

The end-to-end performance would descend because of repeated and costly operations in the long-
distance service chain, such as DPI, which is a basic process engine deployed in many functions [1].
It’s naturally to utilize metadata to share information and avoid some repeated inspection to packets. The
hierarchical network consists of multi-domains and their administration are independent, so the definition
and meaning of metadata may vary in different domains. In some cases, metadata are shared within Sub-
domains and the process to NSH header in Sub-domains are transparent to each other. However, in some
cases metadata should be shared among different levels to ensure proper end-to-end SFC operation. This
problem is described as “Gluing levels together” in draft [2], and it proposes to use well-known identifier
values with global registry or well-known labels to map the actual identifier, which is assigned by control
plane system. Hence, proper metadata allocation and appropriate composition of Sub-domains and SFs
for specific service/application need to be considered.

In the hSFC environment, if we compose different Sub-domains and SFs properly for specific ser-
vice or policy, metadata-based packet information sharing can improve efficiency. For example, in a
security defense case, the service can be composed of two Sub-domains. The first Sub-domain can real-
ize application awareness and access control. The second Sub-domain performs heavier detection. The
application information acquired in the first Sub-domain can be carried in context header, then the IDS
in the second Sub-domain can skip the application detection phrase and detect suspicious activity for this
application directly.

Figure 5 shows an example of DPI-based application information sharing. The DPI function is
deployed in the front of the chain. It provides Layer 7 information of packets for the subsequent Firewall
(FW) and Intrusion Detection System (IDS). The composition of DPI and a Layer 4 Firewall can realize
a Layer 7 Firewall, and the IDS does not need to have a DPI engine. To avoid becoming the bottleneck,
we deploy the DPI in Sub-domains rather than the ingress of Top-domain. The top-domain can steer
traffic to different Sub-domains to balance load.

Figure 5: An example of DPI-based metadata sharing

3.2.2 Context Header Allocation

The NSH has two kinds of context header, the type 1 is mandatory fixed four 4-byte context headers
and the type 2 is optional variable length context headers for vendor-specific SFs. As the OVS and
OpenDaylight support the type 1 and we have followed the path configuration approach in [17], our
current implantation relies on type 1: the mandatory fixed four 4-byte context headers.

According to our use cases and the hSFC architecture, the context header allocation scheme is pre-
sented in figure 6. MCH-1 and MCH-3 are occupied by the hSFC implementation to bridge packets in the
Top-domain and Sub-domain. MCH-1 stores the address of Top-domain SFF which is directly attached
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to the Sub-domain, as when packets reenter into the Top-domain the destination should be retrieved from
the packet itself. MCH-3 stores the SPI/SI of the Top-domain. To share application information, we
use MCH-2 to store the application protocol identifier and the value follows the definition in nDPI. The
MCH-4 is used to store security context, the DPI and IDS function can write values in this header to
present different events such as Blacklisted Host, TCP SYN flood and SQL scan. The values of different
application identifiers and events are well known by assigning them in the control plane system.

Figure 6: Sub-domain Network Service Header

3.2.3 Metadata-based Policy Enforcement

To realize metadata-based policy enforcement, we modified the python-based NSH script in OpenDay-
light SFC Project [18], which acts as a SF and has naive forwarding ability. Besides processing the NSH,
we make it store local policy associated with metadata and can react to the packets according to policy
and metadata in the context header. For example, the FW can block the packet if its MCH-4 stores the
value that presents TCP SYN flood.

What’s more, to cooperate with NSH-unaware function such as nDPI, we modify and deploy this
script as a wrapper co-located with the NSH-unware function. Before the NSH is standardized and sup-
ported by kinds of network functions, it is a temporary and feasible way to use NSH-unware but pow-
erful functions as the packet process engine. The python-based script acts as a proxy encapsulating/de-
capsulating original packets to/from VxLan-GPE and NSH encapsulated packets. It also acts as a policy
agent to update metadata according to inspection results of NSH-unaware functions. In our use cases, the
script co-locates with nDPI and writes application identifiers into MCH-2 after nDPI reports inspection
results.

3.3 Proactive-based Dynamic Branching

Metadata-based reclassification and dynamic service path branching enables fine-grained on-demand
service and keeps a function from processing all traffic all the time. For example, a DPI function can
reclass user traffic after inspecting the application protocol by updating the context header, and steer
the flow to a new path to pass through a traffic shaper function, then the traffic shaper can react to this
flow based on the context header and return back the flow to original path after process. While, other
application traffic can still traverse the original service path. Metadata-based reclassification and policy
enforcement brings more flexible.

In general, there are two kinds of way to realize dynamic branching. The passive way uses metadata
to trigger the control plane to reconfigure the data plane in time. While, the proactive way relays on
prefetched configuration and does not notice the control plane when an event happens. It’s obvious that
the proactive way is agiler than the passive way, although it increases cost in data plane such as more
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flow tables. Most dynamic systems in literatures only support the passive way, as they do not design
a data plane protocol like NSH to carry metadata. The PSI [20] uses flow tag to realize proactive tag-
based forwarding based on their previous work [3] and proves that the proactive way is much agiler,
however, it has the problem of scalability as it uses the ToS field in IPv4 header to store metadata. The
NSH is able to realize proactive context-based forwarding naturally and we argue that it’s necessary to
utilize the dynamic ability in mobile networks for fine-grained and agile on-demand service provision.
Thus, we design two types of proactive-based dynamic branching approaches used in Sub-domain and
Top-domain, respectively, according to the hSFC architecture’s characteristics.

In the hSFC environment, service function composition/decomposition is recursive. The top-domain
has the knowledge of Sub-domains’ attribute and steers traffic based on proper Sub-domain composition.
In each Sub-domain, the situation is similar. SFs are composed properly to provide specific network
service.

Figure 7 and Figure 8 present two proactive branching approaches for Sub-domain and Top-domain.
In figure 7, the branching relies on SFs. When SF1 detects a new context such as a suspicious activity,
it can modify SPI/SI of packets and SFFs steer packets to SF3 (for heavier inspection) based on the
new SPI/SI. In this approach, SFFs are not aware of context and only pre-configured with flow entries
to match different SPI/SI. In figure 8, the branching relies on SFFs. The context information produced
by Sub-domain1 is carried in the NSH context header. The Top-domain SFF can reclassify the packets
based on the well-known metadata value in the context header.

Figure 7: Branching in a Sub-Domain Figure 8: Branching in the Top-Domain

As the management of the Top-domain and Sub-domain is independent, it’s not feasible to make
Sub-domain change the SPI/SI of the Top-domain. The branching approach in figure 8 adopts to the Top-
domain. In Sub-domains, as SFs are various and produce different metadata, the branching approach in
figure 7 decreases the complexity of SFF and is applicable to Sub-domains.

4 Experiment Results

Our current implementation has realized application awareness and branching in the Sub-domain, and the
experiments in this section focus on the asymmetric and symmetric flow branching in the Sub-domain.
We design two use cases: application-aware traffic control and lawful interception and present experi-
ment results.

4.1 Tarffic Control

In some cases, the network operator intends to limit specific traffic and relies on DPI to detect the ap-
plication layer information such as P2P protocol. In this experiment, we produce two kinds of flows,
FTP and BitTorrent, and assume the network operator requires to limit upstream UDP traffic of P2P
application. In the traditional approach, all traffic may pass through an application-aware traffic control
function, causing unnecessary costs.
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In figure 9, we present a dynamic on-demand service provision situation, where only the target flow
f2 (upstream BitTorrent flow) is steered to the Traffic Control (TC) function. The Sub-domain1 and

Figure 9: Traffic control for the asymmetric flow

Sub-domain2 are composed to provide a security function chain. The Sub-domain1 are responsible for
application-awareness, access control and traffic management, and the Sub-domain2 are responsible for
heavier intrusion detection and network address translation. To realize fine-grained and dynamic on-
demand traffic control service, only the target flow f2 (upstream BitTorrent flow) should be steered to the
Traffic Control (TC) function in the Sub-domain1.

The DPI function in the Sub-domain1 is the combination of python-based script and nDPI. As long as
the target flow f2 is identified, the script will modify SPI/SI (from 343/254 to 344/254 in our experiment)
of the packets and update the MCH-2 with application protocol identifier (The BitTorrent ID in nDPI is
37). SFF1 and SFF2 in the Sub-domain1 will steer the packets of f2 to the TC function according to new
SPI/SI value. In this way, only the target flow is processed by the TC function. What’s more, the TC
function is not necessary application-aware and can use a local policy entry based on application iden-
tifier such as [application-id, max-bandwidth]. After process, the TC return packets from the branching
path to the master path by restoring SPI/SI.

We perform the experiment two times with and without traffic control policy, respectively. Fig-
ure 10(a) shows the experiment result without traffic control, when the f2 appears, f1 and f2 compete
for bandwidth and their throughput are fluctuating. Figure 10(b) shows the result with traffic control
based on application awareness and proactive dynamic branching. The f2 appears at time T1, and the
policy agent assign the MCH-2 and change the SPI/SI at T2 after it queries the nDPI and finds that the
application protocol has been figured out. As the f2 is re-steered to the TC function and limited, there
is no bandwidth competition between f1 and f2. The competition avoidance is timely due to proactive
context-based forwarding and prefetched configuration from control plane.

4.2 Lawful Interception

In some cases, upstream and downstream traffic should pass symmetric service paths like TCP flows.
When branching, the upstream and downstream traffic should be both steered to the same functions. In
this experiment, we deploy dynamic symmetric branching for FTP data flow.

In figure 11, we present the on-demand Lawful Interception (LI) service scenario. The Sub-domain2
has the policy that if the server of f2 (FTP data flow) is recorded in the IDS as a sensitive host, then
the data should be intercepted. For the upstream packets, it’s straight for the IDS to direct them to the
LI function as long as the DPI function in the Sub-domain1 identified the FTP data flow. However,
the IDS cannot steer the downstream packets to LI. To solve this problem, an upstream function should
participate in the metadata sharing and branching. In the mobile network, a NAT function is usually
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(a) Bandwidth competition without traffic control

(b) Traffic control with application awareness

Figure 10: Throughput with and without application-based traffic control

located in the end of the chain and is stateful. It can store an upstream flow’s metadata and assign them
in the context header for the corresponding downstream packets, then functions in the chain are aware of
both upstream and downstream packets’ context information.

Figure 11: Lawful interception for the symmetric flow

In the experiment, FTP data traffic appears at time T1. After several packets, at time T2, the DPI
function recognizes the application protocol and updates the MCH-2 with the well-known identifier (The
FTP data protocol ID in nDPI is 175) for all subsequent packets. Then, according to the updated MCH-
2, the IDS function in the Sub-doman2 modifies SPI/SI (from 50/254 to 51/254) of subsequent packets
and updates MCH-4 with a value (we arbitrarily choose 1) to present the context that the flow should
be processed by the LI function. The NAT function check context headers for upstream packets and
resign the same value in context headers for the corresponding downstream packets. When the MCH-4
of upstream packets is updated, the SPI/SI of downstream packets will be modified (from 8388659/254
to 8388660/254) by the NAT function, too. In this way, the upstream and downstream packets of the
targeted flow will be steered by pre-configured SFF1 to the LI function, as long as the application protocol
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(a) Throughput of f1 and f2 in the network

(b) Throughput of f2 in IDS and LI

Figure 12: Throughput of f1 and f2

is detected by the function in the Sub-domain1. After process, LI return packets from the branching path
to the master path.

Figure 12 presents throughput of f1 and f2. Figure 12(a) shows that f2 appears at time T1 and
throughput in network increases. Figure 12(b) shows throughput (every 0.1 second) of the LI and IDS,
the IDS function starts to update context at time T2 and packets are steered to the LI. Based on prefetched
branching configuration and policy, the context-based forwarding provides high agility. It is worth men-
tioning that the branching approach still works if there are more functions in the branching path. The last
function in the branching path is responsible for packets restoration to the master path.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

Based on the NSH protocol and the hSFC architecture, we present a design and implementation of
application-aware and dynamic security function chaining for mobile networks, to satisfy operators’
urgent demands for fine-grained and flexible service provision. Particularly, context header allocation
is proposed for packet context information sharing and policy enforcement. Then, a proactive-based
branching approach is proposed for on-demand service provision for the dynamic security function
chaining, where application features are analyzed first, and carried in context headers for subsequent
processes by the relevant security functions. As packet information is shared in the data plane, SFs
and SFFs can steer traffic and create branching based on metadata and local policy proactively without
the participation of control plane. Finally, we verify the proactive-based branching approach via two
use cases, the application-aware traffic control and lawful interception, and related experiment results
confirm its feasibility and elasticity.

In the future work, we will focus on the dynamic branching in the Top-domain, as it’s important to
enable inter-domain service composition and on-demand service provision. In addition, besides using
explicit prefetched countermeasures from the control plane for agility, we will enhance the control plane
with more resolution capability, as it’s necessary for those situations where countermeasures are inex-
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plicit and need real time computation, such as resource optimization for cost efficient purpose or price
and benefit assessment of multiple candidate countermeasures.
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